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IoTtalk-RC: Sensors As Universal Remote Control
for Aftermarket Home Appliances
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Abstract—Almost half of all Americans either own smart home1

technology or plan to invest in it. Therefore, many commer-2

cial smart IoT solutions aim for home automation, and try3

to live up with high expectation for smart home. A major4

problem of these smart home solutions is that they cannot5

flexibly accommodate the existing remotely controlled aftermar-6

ket appliances. This paper proposes IoTtalk remote control7

(IoTtalk-RC), a mechanism that utilizes sensors as universal8

software-defined remote control for aftermarket home appliances.9

Our solution replaces the infrared remote controller of cheap10

aftermarket home appliances and provides extra intelligence of11

sensors that can be manipulated by the homeowners. We con-12

duct measurements, analytic analysis and simulation experiments13

to investigate the time complexity of IoTtalk-RC. This paper14

indicates that the extra transmission delays of remote control15

incurred by IoTtalk-RC are small even if the IoTtalk server is16

remotely located at a virtual machine of a cloud. In other words,17

IoTtalk-RC is feasible and can be effectively operated with the18

IoT technology.19

Index Terms—IoTtalk, sensor, smart home, time complexity,20

universal remote control.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

ACCORDING to Coldwell Banker [1], 45% of the23

Americans either own smart home applications or plan24

to invest in them. Seventy percent of people with smart25

home technology said buying their first smart home prod-26

uct made them more likely to buy another one. Over 55%27

of the Americans think a home can be considered smart if28

it has security (e.g., locks and alarm systems–63%), temper-29

ature (e.g., thermostats and fans–63%), lighting (e.g., light30

bulbs and lighting systems–58%), and safety (e.g., fire/carbon31

monoxide detectors and nightlights–56%). Sixty percent of the32

Americans consider a house as smart if it owns at least three33

categories of smart products.34

With high expectation for smart home, there are many35

commercial products for home automation [2]–[4]. A major36

problem of these smart home solutions is that they cannot37
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flexibly accommodate the existing aftermarket appliances that 38

have their own infrared remote controllers. In a traditional 39

approach, a universal infrared remote controller is used to 40

learn the infrared signals to control a home appliance, and then 41

the universal controller can replace the original remote con- 42

troller. Some solutions directly download the infrared signal 43

information through the libraries (e.g., the IRremote library) to 44

save the work of the infrared signal learning process [5]. Some 45

recent solutions use mobile phones to instruct the third-party 46

universal controllers to control aftermarket appliances [6]. 47

Although such solutions provide intelligent mechanisms to 48

control aftermarket appliances, they need to develop software 49

(especially control panel layouts) for newly accommodated 50

appliances. Furthermore, these solutions typically do not allow 51

the homeowners to change the ways to control their after- 52

market appliances. For example, the homeowner is allowed to 53

use the remote control app at her/his mobile phone to con- 54

trol a fan, but she/he is not allowed to add a temperature 55

sensor that works together with the mobile phone to control 56

the fan. 57

National Chiao Tung University (NCTU) is deploying smart 58

campus with Chunghwa Telecom (CHT). In this project, 59

we utilize the CHT IoT platform [7] to create smart home 60

applications at the guest houses, the student dorms and the 61

research offices. We attempt to control aftermarket home appli- 62

ances on campus. This paper proposes IoTtalk remote control 63

(IoTtalk-RC), a mechanism that utilizes sensors as universal 64

software-defined remote control for aftermarket home appli- 65

ances based on an IoT device management platform called 66

IoTtalk [8]. IoTtalk is integrated with CHT’s IoT platform to 67

offer the solutions for controlling home appliances remotely. 68

Our solution replaces the infrared remote controller of cheap 69

aftermarket home appliances without requiring the developer 70

to write new control programs, and provides extra intelli- 71

gence of sensors to be manipulated by the homeowners. The 72

idea of IoTtalk-RC can also be implemented in other smart 73

home and IoT solutions [2]–[4], [9] to enhance their func- 74

tionalities. This paper is organized as follows. Section II 75

proposes IoTtalk-RC. Section III describes two applications 76

of IoTtalk-RC. Section IV conducts measurements, analytic 77

analysis, and simulation experiments to investigate the time 78

complexity of IoTtalk-RC. 79

II. SOFTWARE-DEFINED REMOTE CONTROLLER 80

IoTtalk-RC is a user-friendly software-defined universal 81

remote control mechanism for aftermarket home appliances. 82
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Fig. 1. Architecture of IoTtalk-RC.

Fig. 2. IrR and the IrT devices. (a) Prototype of the IrR and IrT device.
(b) Commercial IrT device by ASUS.

IoTtalk-RC allows the homeowner to configure a sensor83

Sensor-Ctl [Fig. 1(a); e.g., a temperature sensor] to con-84

trol one or more functions of a home appliance [Fig. 1(b);85

e.g., an electric fan] that is originally controlled by a dedicated86

remote controller [RC; Fig. 1(c)] through infrared signaling87

[Fig. 1 (1)]. IoTtalk-RC is an application of IoTtalk [Fig. 1(d)]88

that can flexibly connect to various IoT devices [8]. In this89

mechanism, an infrared receiving device [the IrR-D; Fig. 1(e)]90

and an infrared transmitting device [the IrT-D; Fig. 1(f)] con-91

nect to the IoTtalk server. Examples of the IrR and the IrD92

devices are illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and (b). In our imple-93

mentation, the IoTtalk server can be installed in a cloud or94

a Wi-Fi AP. Therefore, the homeowner does not need to add95

extra computer facility at the house.96

We use both the IrR-D and the IrT-D to learn the keypad97

of the RC. Specifically, we connect the IrR-D and the IrT-D98

through IoTtalk’s Web-based graphical user interface (GUI).99

The IrR-D receives the infrared signals of the RC [Fig. 1 (2)],100

and the learned infrared signals are sent to the IrT-D through101

paths (3) and (5) in Fig. 1. In the learning process, the IrT-D102

saves every infrared signal, and immediately sends the same103

infrared signal to the appliance to see if the appliance cor-104

rectly responds to the learned signal [Fig. 1 (6)]. Note that105

the IrT-D can also obtain the infrared signal codes through106

the IRremote library if the appliance information is collected107

by the library [5]. Both the IrR-D and the IrT-D are installed108

the device applications (DAs) for IoTtalk, which are wireless109

or wireline driver modules. The DAs enable the IrR-D and110

the IrT-D to communicate with the IoTtalk server (through111

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and so on). Details of the DA are given112

in [8]. After the RC key learning process, IoTtalk can connect113

various Sensor-Ctls to the IrT-D for appliance control.114

In IoTtalk, every IoT device is characterized by its func-115

tionalities or “device features (DF).” A DF is a specific input116

or output “capability” of the IoT device. The Sensor-Ctl in117

Fig. 3. IrT-D setup in the IoTtalk GUI.

Fig. 4. Learning the RC keys through the IrR-D and the IrT-D.

Fig. 1(a) is an input DF (IDF), and the learned keys of the 118

RC are output DFs (ODFs) of the IrT-D. By convention, an 119

IDF is typically suffixed with “−I,” and an ODF is suffixed 120

with “−O.” 121

An IoT device is connected to the IoTtalk server through 122

wireline or wireless technologies. The IoTtalk server automat- 123

ically defines and executes the interactions between the IoT 124

devices. When the IDF values of an IoT device are updated, 125

the device informs the IoTtalk server to take some actions, and 126

the IoTtalk server sends the result to the ODF of another IoT 127

device to affect that device. With this view, the IoT devices 128

interact with each other through their DFs. Note that IoTtalk 129

is very flexible and can be built on top of AllJoyn [10], 130

oneM2M [11], OpenMTC [12] or any proprietary protocols. 131

We use an infrared-controlled fan as an example to show how 132

IoTtalk-RC works. We select an IrT-D device model from the 133

“model” pulldown menu [Fig. 3 (1)] of the IoTtalk GUI. The 134

IrT-D [Fig. 3 (2)] is a device model with a nonfix number of 135

IrKey ODFs that represent the keys of the RC to be learned. 136

Suppose that the RC of the fan has four keys. Then through 137

the IrKey pulldown menu, the user (either the solution devel- 138

oper or the homeowner) creates four IrKey ODFs [Fig. 3 (3)]. 139

The user then gives the IrKeys the names of the RC keys 140

(e.g., Power-O), and press the Save button [Fig. 3 (4)]. Then 141

the icon for the IrT-D device model is automatically created 142

in the GUI. This fan IrT-D icon is placed at the right-hand 143

side of the window [Fig. 4 (1)]. In IoTtalk, every device icon 144

consists of one or more DF icons specified through the pro- 145

cedure described in Fig. 3. For example, the fan IrT-D icon 146

includes four ODF icons for Power, SpeedUp, SpeedDown, 147

and Rotation. Operation details of the IoTtalk GUI can be 148

found in [14]. 149
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As we pointed out, the RC key information can be obtained150

through the IRremote library. However, if the RC information151

of an appliance has not been collected in the library, we need to152

learn the RC keys through the IrR-D. To do so in IoTtalk, we153

select the IrR-D device model in the IoTtalk GUI [Fig. 3 (2)].154

The IrR-D icon is automatically placed at the left-hand side of155

the window, which has one IDF called Signal-I [Fig. 4 (2)].156

We point the RC of the fan to the IrR-D so that the IrR-D157

can receive the signal sent from the RC. Upon receipt of an158

infrared signal from the RC, the IrR-D uses the Signal-I IDF159

to send the received signal to the IrT-D through the IoTtalk160

server. Upon receipt of the signal, the IrT-D sends out this161

signal to the pointed fan, and we can check if the fan will162

respond to the IrT-D’s signal appropriately. To learn an RC163

key, e.g., the Power key, we first connect Signal-I of the164

IrR-D to Power-O of the IrT-D by dragging a line between165

these two DF icons [Join 1 in Fig. 4 (3)]. Then we press166

the Power key of the RC. The IrR-D receives the signal and167

triggers Signal-I to send out the code “0x4FB48B7” (repre-168

senting the infrared wavelength for the Power key). Through169

Join 1, the IoTtalk server forwards the string to Power-O of170

the IrT-D. The IrT-D saves this string in the Power key entry171

of the IrKey mapping table. The IrKey mapping table main-172

tained in the IrR-D consists of the (RCkey, IrKey) pairs learned173

through IoTtalk-RC. In this example, the RCkey is “power”174

and the IrKey is “0x4FB48B7.” The IrT-D then transmits the175

IrKey (the infrared wavelength) to the fan. If the power of176

the fan is turned on, the Power key is successfully learned177

by the IrT-D. Otherwise, we press the Power key of the RC178

again to repeat the learning process. To learn the next key,179

e.g., “SpeedUp,” we simply delete and add line segments in180

the IoTtalk GUI, that is, disconnect Signal-I from Power-O,181

and reconnect it to the SpeedUp-O ODF. Then we learn the182

SpeedUp key of the RC following the same process as we183

did for the Power key. This process is repeated to learn every184

RC key.185

After the IrKey mapping table creation is complete, the186

fan IrT-D can replace the RC of the fan. For an IrT-D with187

a directional infrared transmitter, we install it at a location188

of the house that points to the appliance to be controlled189

(e.g., the fan). Then the homeowner can use the Sensor-Ctls190

(IoT devices) to control the fan by connecting the IDFs (such191

as the buttons and the sensors) of these Sensor-Ctls to the192

ODFs (i.e., the IrKeys) of the fan’s IrT-D through IoTtalk.193

For example, a default Sensor-Ctl called Fan-Ctl is a remote194

control app of a mobile phone, which is the RC for appli-195

ance control. Note that an IrT-D manufactured by ASUS196

[e.g., Fig. 2(b)] is a 360◦ transmitter, and we do not need197

to point this IrT-D to a specific direction to the home appli-198

ance. Also, the IoTtalk IrT-D can accommodate the remote199

controllers for several home appliances at the same time (by200

sending different Infrared signals). Therefore, by using one201

IrT-D, we can control all home appliances in a room.202

III. APPLICATIONS OF IOTTALK-RC203

This section describes two Sensor-Ctl examples. We204

show that IoTtalk-RC conveniently configures various205

Fig. 5. Controlling two aftermarket fans through a Web-based remote
controller, the temperature sensor and the humidity sensor.

Sensor-Ctls to control multiple home appliances at the 206

same time. 207

A. Web-Based Remote Control 208

In the first example, the Sensor-Ctl is a Web-based remote 209

control displayed in a mobile phone, which replaces the RC 210

in Fig. 1(c). The remote control Web page is automatically 211

created with the IrKey layout just like the original RC. We 212

use the IoTtalk-RC setup for a fan to illustrate how a Web- 213

based remote control called Fan-Ctl is automatically created. 214

In the IoTtalk GUI, the Fan-Ctl device model icon [Fig. 5(a)] 215

is generated by combining arbitrarily numbers of four types 216

of IDFs (referred to as the RC-IDF types). 217

1) A Switch-I RC-IDF is a toggle switch. When the switch 218

is turned on, the IDF sends out the state “on” (the binary 219

value “1”). When the switch is turned off, the state “off” 220

(the binary value “0”) is sent out. 221

2) A Button-I RC-IDF is a push button. When the button 222

is pressed, the IDF sends out a trigger signal to indicate 223

the state on. When the button is released, the state auto- 224

matically returns to off (the IDF does not send out any 225

signal). 226

3) A Keypad-I RC-IDF is a 3 by 4 keypad that consists of 227

ten numeric keys ranging from 0 to 9 as well as the “#” 228

and the “*” keys. When a key is pressed, the IDF sends 229

out its ASCII code. 230

4) A Color-I RC-IDF is a palette (a 3 by 3 keypad) con- 231

sisting of nine color keys. When a color key is pressed, 232

the IDF sends out the RGB code of the color. 233

To create the icon of a remote controller in the IoTtalk GUI 234

[e.g., Fig. 5(a)], the user specifies a number for each RC- 235

IDF type, and the IoTtalk automatically includes the same 236

number of IDFs of that type for the remote controller. The 237

procedure is similar to that for creating the IrT-D’s IrKeys in 238

Section II (see Fig. 3), where the user can label the buttons 239

with appropriate names (such as Power-I). In this way, the 240

user can easily define the panel layout of the remote control. 241
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Fig. 6. Web-page remote control components corresponding to the RC-IDF
types.

Fig. 7. Sensor-Ctl IoT devices for the Fan IrT-D. (a) Web-based remote
controller. (b) MorSensor.

In Fig. 5(a), the four RC-IDFs are Button-Is. Alternatively,242

we can implement Power-I as a Switch-I IDF. The IDFs of243

Fan-Ctl are directly connected to the corresponding ODFs of244

the fan [Fig. 5(b)] by dragging the lines to link these DF icons.245

The Fan-Ctl IoT device is a Web-based cyber device auto-246

matically created by IoTtalk when the Fan-Ctl device icon247

is generated in the IoTtalk GUI. Specifically, we implement248

the remote control’s DA to accommodate a Flask template249

engine [13] that generates the Web page of the remote control.250

This Flask template contains all html codes of four RC-IDF251

types. After the user has created the remote control icon252

(together with the RC-IDF icons), the IoTtalk server sends253

the information of the selected RC-IDFs to the remote con-254

trol’s DA. Then the DA instructs the Flask template engine to255

dynamically render the graphical objects of these RC-IDFs in256

the remote control Web page, where the Switch-I code gen-257

erates the objects illustrated in Fig. 6 (1), the Button-I code258

generate the objects in Fig. 6 (2), the Keypad-I code gener-259

ates the object in Fig. 6 (3), and the Color-I code generates260

the object in Fig. 6 (4).261

The remote control Web page generated by the Fan-Ctl262

DA is illustrated in Fig. 7(a). When the user accesses the263

Web page using a browser, the panel layout shown in the264

smartphone has same function keys as the RC of the home265

appliance.266

B. Sensors as Remote Control267

In the second example, we use a temperature sensor and268

a humidity sensor to control two fans through the IrT-D. The269

reason to control the fan by a temperature sensor is obvi-270

ous. We also use the humidity sensor to detect the room271

humidity level and automatically trigger the ventilation fan272

to reduce excess condensation. By lessening the appearance273

of mildew and mold, this mechanism provides a more com-274

fortable environment especially in the dampness-prone areas275

of the house.276

Fig. 8. Multistage switch function.

In our implementation, both the temperature and the humid- 277

ity sensors are nicely plugged in a multisensor device called 278

MorSensor [8]. MorSensor is an IoT device, where multiple 279

sensors can be arbitrarily combined and stacked into a rect- 280

angular bar or other shapes [Fig. 7(b)]. One or more sensors 281

are packaged in a rectangular slice. A MorSensor device can 282

be dynamically reconfigured with different sensors. When 283

a MorSensor device is in operation with IoTtalk, we can 284

plug in/out the sensors to/from the MorSensor device even 285

if its power is turned on in the operation mode. IoTtalk 286

then automatically creates the network application for the new 287

MorSensor configuration and shows it in the IoTtalk GUI. 288

Through IoTtalk, both the temperature sensor of MorSensor 289

[Fig. 5(c)] and Fan-Ctl [Fig. 5(a)] can control Fan1 [Fig. 5(b)] 290

at the same time. Fan-Ctl controls Fan1 through a smartphone 291

as we described in the first example [Fig. 7(a)]. In the sec- 292

ond example, besides SpeedUP-O and SpeedDown-O, we have 293

also developed a text ODF called Speed-O for the fan IrT-D. 294

Speed-O receives the speed level, and the IrT-D translates it 295

to multiple SpeedUP or SpeedDown infrared signals to the 296

fan. For example, suppose that the current fan speed is “4.” 297

When Speed-O receives a value “6,” the fan IrT-D will send 298

the SpeedUP infrared signal to the fan twice. Temperature-I 299

of MorSensor controls Fan1 through Join 5 in Fig. 5. Suppose 300

that Fan1 has four speed levels ranging from 0 to 3. A function 301

is implemented to translate the temperature values to non- 302

negative integers. By clicking the Join 5 circle, a window 303

(Fig. 8) is popped up for the user to write the function to 304

map a temperature value to a fan speed level. The function 305

is a multistage switch described in [14], which returns value 306

0 (off) if the temperature is below 25 ◦C, value 1 (low) if 307

the temperature is below 27 ◦C and above 25 ◦C, value 2 308

(medium) if the temperature is below 29 ◦C and above 27 ◦C, 309

value 3 (high) if the temperature is above 29 ◦C. In Fig. 8, the 310

input arguments *args of the Python function run() (line 1) are 311

the temperature values received from the Temperature IDF of 312

the MorSensor device. Lines 2–5 check the temperature gra- 313

dient and return the speed level to be sent to Power-O and 314

Speed-O of Fan1. Note that Speed-O can also be controlled 315

by the Keypad-I RC-IDF [Fig. 6 (3)] with keys 0–6. 316

Besides Fan1, we can also connect Temperature-I to 317

another fan IrT-D called Fan2 [Fig. 5(d)]. Through Join 6, 318

Temperature-I controls Fan2 in the same way as it does to 319

Fan1 except that the temperature range [25 ◦C, 31 ◦C] is 320
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replaced by, for example, [31 ◦C, 37 ◦C]. Therefore, when321

the room temperature is lower than 25 ◦C, both Fan1 and322

Fan2 are turned off. When the room temperature ranges from323

25 ◦C to 31 ◦C, Fan1 is turned on and Fan2 is turned off.324

When the room temperature is higher than 31 ◦C, both Fan1325

and Fan2 are turned on.326

Through Join 7 in Fig. 5, the humidity sensor controls327

Fan2 using the same multistage switch function except that328

the temperature degree is replaced by the humidity level.329

Fig. 8 shows that IoTtalk-RC can provide flexible control of330

home appliances through simple Python programs.331

IV. EXTRA DELAY TIME COMPLEXITY332

If we control a home appliance using its original RC, the333

delay time is the period between when the user presses a but-334

ton of the RC and when the appliance responds to the press of335

this button. The delay is incurred by the infrared signal trans-336

mission in Fig. 1 (6). On the other hand, controlling a home337

appliance through a Sensor-Ctl experiences an extra delay td.338

This delay is caused by paths (4) and (5) and the IoTtalk com-339

putation delay at (d) in Fig. 1, i.e., the time period between340

when the Sensor-Ctl is triggered (referred to as the button-341

press time) and when the IrT-D sends the infrared signal to342

the home appliance (referred to as the infrared-send time).343

Depending on the locations of the Sensor-Ctl, the IoTtalk344

server and the IrT-D, different extra delays are observed. If345

td is too long, two negative effects may result in bad user346

experience.347

The First Effect (Long Waiting): The user may feel that the348

signal of the button-press is lost, and may impatiently press349

the button again.350

The Second Effect (Out-of-Order Sending): The appliance351

may respond to the next button-press earlier than the previous352

button-press. For example, suppose that the user first presses353

the Power button of an electric fan, and then presses the354

SpeedUP button. If the IrT-D receives the SpeedUP command355

earlier than the Power command, then the SpeedUP command356

is ignored due to throttling.357

This section first conducts the measurements for the358

extra delay td to study the first effect. Then we propose an359

analytic model to investigate the second effect.360

A. Measurements361

We conduct the measurement experiments, where both the362

Sensor-Ctl and the IrT-D are installed in the laboratory room363

117 in the NCTU campus [Fig. 9 (1) and (2)]. In terms of the364

location of the IoTtalk server, there are three scenarios. For365

Scenario i, we measure t(i)d = d4,i + dp,i + d5,i, where d4,i is366

the delay for path (4) in Fig. 1, dp,i is the execution time of367

the IoTtalk server and d5,i is the delay for path (5) in Fig. 1.368

Scenario 1 (i = 1): The IoTtalk server is installed in a Wi-Fi369

AP [Fig. 9 (3)] in room 117. Each of d4,1 and d5,1 is a one-hop370

Wi-Fi wireless transmission.371

Scenario 2 (i = 2): The IoTtalk server [Fig. 9 (4)] is372

installed in a virtual machine (VM) in the campus cloud at373

the NCTU computer center. Each of d4,2 and d5,2 includes374

Fig. 9. Three scenarios for the IoTtalk server placement.

Fig. 10. Histograms of d4,i + d5,i and dp,i for (1 ≤ i ≤ 3).

the delays for a one-hop Wi-Fi wireless transmission and the 375

campus network connection to the NCTU cloud. 376

Scenario 3 (i = 3): The IoTtalk server [Fig. 9 (5)] is 377

installed in a VM in a commercial cloud at CHT. Each of 378

d4,3 and d5,3 includes the delays for a one-hop Wi-Fi wireless 379

transmission, the campus network connection to the pub- 380

lic Internet, and then the public Internet connection to the 381

CHT cloud. 382

We have conducted experiments to measure t(i)d for Scenario 383

i (1 ≤ i ≤ 3). In our experiments, each of the Sensor-Ctl, the 384

IoTtalk server and the IrT-D is installed a timer module to syn- 385

chronize with the network time protocol [Fig. 9 (6)]. For each 386

scenario, we conducted 1200 measurements in the commercial 387

operation environments; that is, the involved networks oper- 388

ated with commercial background traffic. Fig. 10 illustrates the 389

histograms of d4,1 + d5,1 and dp,i. The figure shows that for 390

d4,1 + d5,1, the expected values are E[d4,1 + d5,1] = 13.2 ms, 391

E[d4,2 + d5,2] = 21.5 ms, and E[d4,3 + d5,3] = 28.4 ms. 392

The variances are V[d4,1 + d5,1] = 0.028E[d4,1 + d5,1]2, 393

V[d4,2 + d5,2] = 0.012E[d4,2 + d5,2]2, and V[d4,3 + d5,3] = 394

0.001E[d4,3 + d5,3]2. The above statistics show that as com- 395

pared with the scenario, where the IoTtalk server is co-located 396

with the home appliance, the transmission delays can be 397

60% shorter than when the IoTtalk server is installed in 398

a VM of the campus cloud, and 100% shorter than when 399

it is installed in a VM of the CHT public cloud. The 400

variances for the delays are very small for all scenarios. 401

For dp,i, the expected values are E[dp,1] = 35.170 ms, 402

E[dp,2] = 35.303 ms, and E[dp,3] = 24.988 ms. The variances 403

are V[dp,1] = 0.05E[dp,1]2, V[dp,2] = 0.039E[dp,2]2, and 404

V[dp,3] = 0.029E[dp,3]2. It is interesting to note that the com- 405

putation of the IoTtalk server at the CHT VM is 30% faster 406

than that at the NCTU campus (for both scenarios 1 and 2). 407

The measurements indicate that the commercial VM at CHT 408
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Fig. 11. Histograms of t(i)d for (1 ≤ i ≤ 3).

has much better computation power than the private cloud and409

the standalone computation devices. The variances for com-410

putation are small for all three scenarios. We also observe411

that the variances for the VM computations are smaller412

than that for standalone computer. This is due to the fact413

that the computation resources of a VM in the cloud are414

dynamically scheduled, which results in better and stable415

utilization of computing resources. The computing resource416

scheduling of the commercial CHT cloud is better than the417

campus cloud.418

Fig. 11 shows the histograms of t(i)d . The figure shows that419

the expected values for t(i)d are420

E
[
t(1)
d

]
= 48.4 ms, E

[
t(2)
d

]
= 56.8 ms, and E

[
t(3)
d

]
= 53.4 ms.421

(1)422

The variances are423

V
[
t(1)
d

]
= 0.029E

[
t(1)
d

]2
424

V
[
t(2)
d

]
= 0.018E

[
t(2)
d

]2
425

V
[
t(3)
d

]
= 0.008E

[
t(3)
d

]2
. (2)426

These results indicate that the time complexities of IoTtalk427

at a VM in the cloud are slightly larger than that of a local428

IoTtalk server. The variances of all three scenarios are small.429

B. Analytic Analysis430

This section conducts analytic analysis for the second effect.431

We assume that the extra delay td has a Gamma distribution432

with the shape parameter α and scale parameter 1β433

fG(td, β) = βαtdα−1e−βtd

�(α)
(3)434

where the mean is E[td] = (α/β) and the variance is V[td] =435

(α/β2), or alternatively436

α = E[td]2

V[td]
and β = α

E[td]
. (4)437

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of (3) is438

FG(td, β) =
∫ td

τ=0
fG(τ, β)dτ . (5)439

Fig. 12. Timing diagram for the out-of-order effect.

The Gamma distribution is often used for time complexity 440

analysis in telecommunications [15]–[18] because this distri- 441

bution (or mixtures of this distribution) can be shaped to 442

represent many distributions as well as the measured data. 443

Fig. 12 illustrates a timing diagram to study the second 444

effect. In this figure, the user first presses a button at time τ1, 445

and then presses another button at τ2. The period tT between 446

two button presses is called the think time, i.e., tT = τ2 − τ1. 447

Following the mean value analysis, tT has the density function: 448

fT(tT) = λe−λtT (6) 449

which is a special case of (3) with α = 1 and β = λ. 450

The infrared-sends for the first and the second button- 451

presses occur at τ3 and τ4, respectively. Therefore, the 452

extra delays are td,1 = τ3 − τ1 (for the first button-press) and 453

td,2 = τ4 − τ2 (for the second button-press). Both td,1 and td,2 454

have the same density function expressed in (3). 455

Let tD = τ4 − τ1 = td,2 + tT , then from (6), the tD density 456

function is expressed as 457

fD(tD) =
∫ tD

td,2=0
fG

(
td,2, β

)
f T(tT)dtd,2 458

= (
λe−λtD

) ∫ tD

td,2=0
fG

(
td,2, β

)
eλtd,2 dtd,2. (7) 459

Substitute (3) into (7) to yield 460

fD(tD) = (
λe−λtD

) ∫ tD

td,2=0

[
βαtd,2

α−1e−(β−λ)td,2

�(α)

]
dtd,2. (8) 461

From (5), (8) is rewritten as 462

fD(tD) =
[
λβαe−λtD

(β − λ)α

]
FG(tD, β − λ). (9) 463

It is clear that if τ4 > τ3, the second effect is avoided, i.e., 464

out-of-sequence will not occur. From (9), the probability that 465

τ4 > τ3 is derived as 466

Pr[τ4 > τ3] = Pr
[
tD > td,1

]
467

=
∫ ∞

tD=0

[∫ tD

td,1=0
fG

(
td,1, β

)
dtd,1

]
fD(tD)dtD 468

=
[

λβα

(β − λ)α

] ∫ ∞

tD=0
FG(tD, β)FG(tD, β−λ)e−λtD dtD. 469

(10) 470

Let f ∗
G(s, β) and F∗

G(s, β) be the Laplace transfoms of 471

fG(tD, β) and FG(tD, β), respectively. Then from (3) and the 472

time domain integration of the Laplace transform, we have 473

f ∗
G(s, β) = βα

(s + β)α
and F∗

G(s, β) = f ∗
G(s, β)

s
. (11) 474
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In (10), let475

A =
∫ ∞

tD=0
FG(tD, β)FG(tD, β − λ)e−λtD dtD476

=
[∫ ∞

tD=0
FG(tD, β)FG(tD, β − s)e−stD dtD

]∣∣∣∣
s=λ

. (12)477

Then from (11) and the multiplication of Laplace trans-478

form, (12) is rewritten as479

A =
(

1

2π i

)[
lim

T→∞

∫ Re(σ )+iT

Re(σ )−iT
F∗

G(σ, β)F∗
G(s − σ, β−s)dσ

]∣∣∣∣∣
s=λ

480

=
(

1

2π i

)[
lim

T→∞

∫ Re(σ )+iT

Re(σ )−iT

[
βα

σ(σ+β)α

][
(β − s)α

(s − σ)(β − σ)α

]
dσ

]∣∣∣∣∣
s=λ

481

(13)482

where the integration of (13) is done along the vertical line483

Re(σ ) that lies entirely within the region of convergence484

F∗
G(σ, β). From (13), (10) is rewritten as485

Pr
[
tD > td,1

]
486

=
[

λβα

(β − λ)α

](
1

2π i

)
487

×
[

lim
T→∞

∫ Re(σ )+iT

Re(σ )−iT

[
βα

σ(σ + β)α

][
(β − s)α

(s − σ)(β − σ)α

]
dσ

]∣∣∣∣∣
s=λ

.488

(14)489

If α is a positive integer, then (3) becomes an Erlnag density490

function, and (14) can be significantly simplified. Fortunately,491

the measurements in Section IV-A show that we can sim-492

plify (14). Specifically, we substitute (2) into (4) to yield493

α = 34.4 for t(1)
d , α = 55.6 for t(2)

d , and α = 125 for t(3)
d .494

When α ≥ 30, the Gamma distribution can be approximated495

by the Erlang distributions with the shape parameter 	α
496

or �α�. In other words, for the measured t(i)d histograms in497

Section IV-A we can approximate them with Erlang distribu-498

tions, where499

α ≈ 34 for t(1)
d , α ≈ 56 for t(2)

d , and α ≈ 125 for t(3)
d . (15)500

From (1) and (4), we have501

β ≈ 0.7 for t(1)
d , β ≈ 0.99 for t(2)

d , and β ≈ 2.3 for t(3)
d . (16)502

Therefore, for scenarios 1–3, the Gamma density function503

fG(td, β) and the CDF FG(td, β) are expressed as the Erlang504

density function fE(td, β) and CDF FE(td, β)505

fE(td, β) = βα tdα−1e−βtd

(α − 1)!
and FE(td, β) = 1 −

α−1∑
n=0

(βtd)ne−βtd

n!
.506

(17)507

By using the positive integer α in (15), (14) can be rederived508

as follows. Let F−
E (td, β)= 1−FE(td, β) then from (17)509

F−
E (td, β) =

α−1∑
n=0

(
e−βtd

n!

)
(βtd)

n (18)510

and (10) can be rewritten as 511

Pr[tD > td,1] 512

=
[

λβα

(β − λ)α

] ∫ ∞

tD=0

[
1 − F−

E (tD, β)
]

513

× [
1 − F−

E (tD, β−λ)
]
e−λtD dtD 514

=
[

λβα

(β − λ)α

]{[
f ∗
E (s, β) + f ∗

E (s, β − s)

s

]∣∣∣∣
s=λ

− 1

λ
515

+
∫ ∞

tD=0
F−

E (tD, β)F
−
E (tD, β − λ)e−λtD dtD

}
516

=
[

λβα

(β − λ)α

][
f ∗
E (λ, β) + f ∗

E (λ, β − λ) − 1

λ
+ B

]
(19) 517

where B in (19) is 518

B =
∫ ∞

tD=0
F−

E (tD, β)F
−
E (tD, β−λ)e−λtD dtD. (20) 519

Substitute (18) into (20) to yield 520

B =
∫ ∞

tD=0

{
α−1∑
n=0

(
e−βtD

n!

)
(βtD)n

}
521

×
⎧⎨
⎩

α−1∑
n1=0

[
e−(β−λ)tD

n1!

]
[(β − λ)tD]n1

⎫⎬
⎭e−λtD dtD 522

=
α−1∑
n=0

α−1∑
n1=0

(
n + n1

n

)[
(β − λ)n1

2n+n1+1βn1+1

]
523

×
∫ ∞

tD=0

[
(2β)n+n1+1

(n + n1)!

]
t
D

n+n1

e−2βtD dtD. (21) 524

From the density function in (17), (21) is rewritten as 525

B =
α−1∑
n=0

α−1∑
n1=0

(
n + n1

n

)[
(β − λ)n1

2n+n1+1βn1+1

]
. (22) 526

Substitute (22) into (19) to yield 527

Pr
[
tD > td,1

]
528

=
[

βα

(β−λ)α

]⎧⎨
⎩

βα

(λ + β)α
+ (β − λ)α

βα
− 1 529

+
α−1∑
n=0

α−1∑
n1=0

(
n + n1

n

)[
λ(β − λ)n1

2n+n1+1βn1+1

]⎫⎬
⎭. 530

(23) 531

If we generalize tT by a Gamma distribution with the param- 532

eters αT and βT , then (23) can be rederived as follows. 533

From (7) 534

fD(tD) =
∫ tD

td,2=0
fE

(
td,2, β

)
fG(tT , βT)dtd,2 535

=
∫ tD

td,2=0
fE

(
td,2, β

)
fG

(
tD − td,2, βT

)
dtd,2. (24) 536

Let fD∗(s) be the Laplace transform of fD(tD). Then 537

from (11), (24) and the convolution rule of the Laplace 538
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Fig. 13. Pr[τ4 > τ3] performance (a) E[tT ] = 1 s and (b) E[tT ] = 1 s and
E[td] = 50 ms.

transform, we have539

fD
∗(s) = fE

∗(s, β)fG
∗(s, βT) = βαβT

αT

(s + β)α(s + βT)αT
. (25)540

Consider the probability that tD ≤ td,1. From (18)541

Pr
[
tD ≤ td,1

] =
∫ ∞

tD=0

∫ ∞

td,1=tD
fD(tD)fE

(
td,1, β

)
dtd,1dtD542

=
α−1∑
n=0

(
βn

n!

) ∫ ∞

tD=0
tD

nfD(tD)e−βtD dtD. (26)543

From the frequency-domain general derivative of the Laplace544

transform, (26) is rewritten as545

Pr
[
tD ≤ td,1

] =
α−1∑
n=0

[
(−β)n

n!

][
dnfD∗(s)

dsn

]∣∣∣∣
s=β

. (27)546

Substitute (25) into (27) to yield547

Pr
[
tD > td,1

] = 1−
α−1∑
n=0

[
(−β)n

n!

]
dn

dsn

[
βαβT

αT

(s+β)α(s+βT)αT

]∣∣∣∣
s=β

.548

(28)549

Based on the product rule of derivative, (28) can be computed550

by dynamic programming. We note that (28) nicely accommo-551

dates Gamma think time tT , and is more general than (23). On552

the other hand, (28) does not provide a close form as (23) does.553

We have validated both (23) and (28) by simulation, and the554

discrepancies are within 1%. Therefore, the analytic analysis555

is consistent with the simulation. The simulation model fol-556

lows the same approach used in [15], [16], and [18], and the557

details are omitted. Our experience suggests that the expected558

think time is E[td] = 1 second or λ = 0.001. Therefore,559

from (15) and (16), we can compute (23) and (28) for the560

impact of the out-of-sequence effect on Scenarios 1–3.561

Fig. 13(a) illustrates Pr[τ4 > τ3] against V[tT ], where562

E[tT ] = 1 s. The figure indicates that Pr[τ4 > τ3] decreases563

as V[tT ] increases for the following reason. A larger V[tT ]564

implies that there are more small tT than large tT . It is obvi-565

ous that decreases as tT decreases. Therefore, when there are566

more small tT (a larger V[tT ]), there is a higher probability567

that the out-of-sequence effect occurs (a smaller Pr[τ4 > τ3]).568

Fig. 13b shows Pr[τ4 > τ3] against V[tT ] and V[td] 569

for E[tT ] = 1 s and E[td] = 50 ms. The figure indi- 570

cates that Pr[τ4 > τ3] decreases as V[tT ] or V[td] increase. 571

It is trivial that for the same tT distribution and the 572

same V[td], Pr[τ4 > τ3] increases as E[td] decreases. However, 573

Fig. 13(a) shows that Pr[τ4 > τ3] for scenario 3 (E[t(3)
d ] = 574

53.4 ms) is larger than that for scenario 1 (E[t(1)
d ] = 48.4 ms). 575

This nontrivial phenomenon is due to the fact that V[t(3)
d ] = 576

0.008E[t(3)
d ]

2
< V[t(1)

d ] = 0.029E[t(1)
d ]

2
, and the V[td] effect 577

is more significant than the E[td] effect. Under the parame- 578

ter values considered in this paper, Pr[τ4 > τ3] is larger than 579

0.94. In our measurements in the commercial public network 580

environment (the parameter values given in (15) and (16), and 581

V[tT ] = E[tT ]2), Pr[τ4 > τ3]= 0.997, and the out-of-sequence 582

effect almost never occur. 583

V. CONCLUSION 584

This paper proposed IoTtalk-RC, a mechanism that utilizes 585

sensors as universal software-defined remote control for after- 586

market home appliances. Our solution replaces the infrared 587

remote controller of cheap aftermarket home appliances and 588

provides extra intelligence of sensors that can be manipulated 589

by the homeowners. We showed how to use IoTtalk-RC to con- 590

figure various sensors to control aftermarket home appliances 591

with little or no programming effort. We conducted mea- 592

surements, analytic analysis, and simulation experiments to 593

investigate the long waiting effect and the out-of-order sending 594

effect due to the extra delay caused by the smart home control 595

solutions. This paper indicates that the extra delays of remote 596

control incurred by IoTtalk-RC are small even if the IoTtalk 597

server is remotely located at a VM of a cloud. Therefore, 598

the out-of-sequence probabilities due to the extra delays are 599

negligible. 600
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